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INTRODICTION
Farm income is derived priiaarily from two sources; crops on the one
hand and livestock on the other. This study is concerned only with that
part of the farm income which is derived directly from crops. For years
fanners have been faced with problems of adjustment in distributing their
cropland among the various crops available, in order to realize the hi^est
possible income from their resources.
As farm surpluses have become more and more apparent, resulting In
lovvar prices, much concern has been voiced in regard to decreasing farm
incomes. Consequently, farmers are specializing in certain crops and havt
developed an interest in seeking alternatives in other crops and enterprises.
However, the alternatives are often limited because of area conditions,
certain crops being more adaptable in saoe areas than they are in others.
Decisions regarding land allocation are cc^nplicated by a complexity
of factors, not all of which are measurable. Since the decisions reached
concerning land allocation have such impact on the incomes of Hie farm
operators involved, there is considerable interest in investigating the
relationships among scnoe of these factors.
This study was designed to arrive at conclusions which would (1) provide
the fanners in this area with a measure of relative desirabilities of
various practices and (2) provide a better basis for certain policy
recoBsnendations. This involved the investigetiwi of the factors and their
interrelationships which seemed to have major effect on farm incomes. The
factors studied were crop distribution, rainfall and prices. It is hoped
that this study will provide a basis for further studies dealing with
evaluation of resoiirce use and their effects on optimum cropping and
livestock plans.
Problem
In recent years a majority of the farmers have been faced with a
price-cost sque«B« and consequently vith falling net incomes. Their
primaiy crops are being produced in quantities which, with given prices,
exceed the demand, and as a resxilt government regulatioivB, hoping to
inpzvve the balance of production, are forcing reductions of acreages in
many instances. This necessitates a change in the pattern of land use.
In many areas the change of crops being produced is already xmderway,
and has been for some time. The problttn of how to allocate the land
available in order to comply with the government regula tions and yet
maintain income remains acute in most areas.
A study such as this is complicated by factors far more complex than
the ordinaiy measurable inches of rainfall, dollars or capital, and acres
of land. How can the management ability of fazmers be measured? By years
of experience? Periiaps one man is a better manager with five years of
eacperience tlian another man with ten. Does the amount of education measure
the abili-ty of a man to manage a farm? How high an I. Q. ehoizld a farmer
have to be capable of good management? These ai^ questions wiiich research
wozicei^ cannot answer as yet.
Other ariables may be equally iiard to measure. There has been no
reliable method devised to measure the effects of government policies
and programs on the allocation of resources. Acres of land which may
be planted to different cropB are known, but the feelings of the fanoera
toward the government programs affect what the farmers will actually do.
Planners customs and habits also affect the allocation of their
resources. Varying amounts of jjidustriousness or le.z5jiftSR are important
in resource allocation. Host people are influenced in their actions bgr
the actions of other people around them, but hoK much and in vhat way is
difficult to ascertain.
These are some of the factors which are diffiCTilt or inqjossible to
measure accurately. It is for this reason that th«fy, and others like them,
have not been included in this study.
A need exists for some means of finding the optimum allocation of
ciDps which can be grown in most areas, Farmers are constantly required
to make decisions concerning the amounts of different crops to plant,
amoxmts of land to fallow and new crops and varieties to use* They are
hindered in their raanag«aent practices by uncertainties of weather, prices,
governmental policies and programs, and relative efficiencies of various
crops. In many cases, their crop income is a major part of their total
inccane, making these problems of utmost impox^^ance to thesn.
To alleviate the problems of resource allocation requires a knowledge
of the relationships among various pertinent factor-s involved, Thl»
knowledge is available only from a study of the historical consequences
of different policies and practices followed by the farmers themselves.
There is a need for a better understanding of the relationships among
factors which affect faim income derived fr«Ma different cix>ps. This
understanding must be based on conditions of areas canprising representa-
tive samples of the situations facing farmers.
In a study by Kaldor and Heady,* it was found that most fanners'
price predictions were in error. Their errors of two diiTerent years
had little or no corre3abion to one another, which would indicate that
cr^ diversification was not an adequate means of coapensation for the
uncertainties of price and production, at least as far as the individual
prediction abilities were concerned. Being luuible to predict prices
causes a misallocation of land to various crops, which concerns us here*
The farmer faced with price uncertainty will allocate land according to
hia oma forecasts. If his forecast is not accurate, as the probabilities
would suggest, his allocation will also be in error.
Scope of Study
This study was restricted to a geographic area comprising, rougjily,
the western one-thixd of Kansas. This restriction of the area reduces
some of the heterogeneity of conditions which would have entered had a
larger ai^a been included. This does not mean that the atea selected
is entireily hoBiogeneous, but that the degree of heterogeneity is smaller
than it would have been had, for instance, the state as a whole been included.
This area is primarily a wheat producing area, with few other
opportunities available for land use. Bainfall is limited, keeping the
area out of competition with other areas in the production of laost other
crops. For convenience, the area was divided into four parts.
1. D. R, Kaldor and Earl 0. Heady, An Exploratory Study of Ebqaectatiore
,
Uncertainty, and Farm Plans in Southern lova Agiiculture, Iowa State
Agricultural Experiment Station Research Bulletin UOti.
These parte are four eetabllBhed types of farming areas.^ The fovir areas
selected, and the counties thev included were:
Area 10a Area 10b Area 11 Area 12
Jlnney Ford Cheyenne Greeley
Gove Grant Decatur Hamilton
Hodgeman Gray Qrahaia Kearny
Lane Baskell Rawlins Logan
Mesi Meade Sheridan Scott
Trego Mortoia Sheman Wallace
Seward Thooas Wichita
Stanton
Stevens
The time period chosen for study was the yeai« 1?1? through 19^7
•
This period inclvuiee a large variety of situations which have posed
problwns of a rianagerial natnro. Leaminc what solutions farmera had
tried and which had been most successful, provided a background for tho
8tu4y«
The scope of this study of factor relationships vrs llaitad to
include only three major factors affecting crop incomes. These three
factors were crop distribution, rainfall and prices. Many other important
factors exist, but to consider more in this stucfy would have been irpractical.
The crop distribution study was limited to five crops which have historically
occupied the major portion of the land in the area studied. Thus the scope
of this study was limited to a level which could provide valuable iaforraaticn
with some degree of practicality.
1. J. A, Hodges, Types of Farming Areas, Kansas Agricultural Experiment
Station Bui, 2^1, August 1930.
Flttctoirs Affecting Crop Income
The factors chosen for study all exhibited a substantial effect on
crop ixic&mB, As vouxd he expected, certain factors shoued a more
pronounced effect ttian others, and in their individual importance they
varied according to the conditions of the situation.
Crops « Wheat, corn, oats, barley ano t^^in sorghUi££ were chosen
as the crops to be studied* They are the predominant crops groun in the
areas considered, thus they have had and still have a large effect on the
incomes derived from crops. While indiviaual emphasis has varied in
different situations, taken collectively, they have remained the five most
iiqjortant crops.
R:ices» Shotring a lazge degree of variation in different years, prices
have proven to be one of the major determinants of crop incoae. Any stvuiy
involving inconie must consider prices.
Bainfall, This vas an obvious choice of a factor for study. Crop
production, and therefore crop income is strongly dependent upon moisture,
which is subject to extreme variations in iii^estem Kansae.
Procedure
One of the more accurate and con^jrehensible indicators of the income
from crops is the value of crops produced, adjusted to some base period
of time. This adjustment relates all years under observation to one period,
vhich makes accurate cause and effect analyses between the base period and
the observation periods possible. It also relates one observed year to
another so that accurate analyses may be made of the relationships involved
therein*
Gathering the Data . Yearly evaluatloiis of crop production ar«
presented by individual crops and counties in the Kansas State Board of
Agriculture Biennial Reports.^ These values are based on the dollar pricet
of the year considered. To obtain the figures necessary for this study, the
yearly values of the crops considered were obtained by cotinty. In each
year, the values of each crop vere totaled for all counties in each area.
For each area, totals were taken of values of food grains, feed grains, and
other crops. These were divided by price indexes based on the 1910-11*
time period and totaled, giving the adjusted value of crops produced for
each area and year measured in constant dollars.
Rainfall araoumts were obtained 1:^ quarters for the years 1916 through
1957. These quarter totals were necessazy in order to show accurately
the effects of rainfall on crop incomes. For instance, incwne from wheat
depends primarily on the rainfall in the third and fourth quarters of the
year previous to harvest, and the first two qtiarters of the jrear of harvest.
For other crops, other quarters of rainfall were more applicable.
Relevant prices used were the yearly "Food Grain" price indexes which
applied to wheat, "Feed Grain" indexes applied to com, oats, barley and
grain sorghums, and the "All Crops" index applied to other crops.3 All
price indexes were based on a 1910-1911* period.**
1. Kansas State Board of Agricvilture Biennial Report, Reports 20
through 38, 1916-1952, and Fam Facts. 1953-1957.
2. U.S.D.A. Weather Bureau, Glimatological Data. 1917-1957, vols. 31-71.
(191*0 and after this was taken over by the t, S. Department of Commerce.)
3* "Other crops" included zye, all tame hay and soybeans.
k» Kansas State Board of Agriculture Heport, June 1957, Price Patterns.
p. 20,
Peirent of total harvested acres in any area occupied by "other crops",
denoted by X^, soon proved to have a sufficiently small effect on the value
of crops produced to justify its being di^pped frcaa the study. This
justified dropping the "All Crops" price index (Xj]^) also, since X^ was
the only factor to which X^i was applied.
As a guide to the relative eirphasis which historically has been placed
on each of the crops included, as well as to make such information mors
easily handled in the regression equation, the annual harvested acres of
each ci^p In each coimty were divided by the annual total harvested crop
acres for that county to obtain percents of the annual total harvested crop
acres occupied by each crop from 1917-1957. These county percentages were
totaled by areas, and mi^ be seen in tables 1, 2, 3 and I4.
Processing the Data . This study utilized a single equation multiple
regression analysis method. The classification of variables was as follows*
X annual value of crop production from cropland including the value of
all crops sold, stored or used on the farm measured in constant
dollars
I
It - crop acjreage of wheat in percent;
Ij " crop acreage of com in percent
j
Xo crop acreage of oats in percent;
^^
crop acreage of barley in percent;
X^ " crop acreage of grain sorghums in percent;
X^ • crop acreage of other crops in percent;
Ifj 3Td quarter rainfall in year t-1;
Xg l^th quarter rainfall in year t»l;
Ig 1st quarter rainfall in year tj
IjQ 2nd quarter rainfall in year tj
Xxi 3rd quarter rainfall in year tj
^12 ^°^ g»in index (I9IO-II1 base)j
Xj^ « Peed grain index (1910-lli base)|
1^ All crops index (1910-lij base).
The above variables were fitted to different algebraic equations to
determine the tyjHi of equation most suitable for deccribing the relationships
between the dependent variable (Y) and independent variables (X's), It was
at this stage of analysis that the factors Xr and X^ were omitted, for the
reason mentioned above, fixan the rest of the study. The following
functional relationships were selected for final analysis:
I - a + biXi bgX^ (X^ + Xg X^ + X^) h^X^ (X^)
b^Xg + b^Ig (X^ Xj^Q + 1^) + bgXg (X13)
hs)\ hi\ (^ Xg x^ * x^o) h^^i^ (x^^)
\>^l^ * h^l^ (X9 l^Q X^) b^I^ (Xj^)
This model is descriptive. It specifies interdependent functional
relationships and employs realized data for estimating the parameters. It
provides an average description of the way the structure of land use In
conjunction with rainfall and pertinent prices operated in the past,
HISTORICAL USD USE BI CROPS
Before proceeding with the analysis of the relationships among factors
affecting crop inccme, some attention should be given to the historical use
of land by various crops. This will help to provide a better understanding
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of the relationships among factors and ttieir relative importance when they
are analyzed.
Technological improvements in various crops, changes in demand along
with weather and price changes have caused constant changes in the amounts
of various crops grown in these areas. In addition, government programs
for conservation and surplus control also affected the pattern of land
use by different crops. Some of these chant;es have forced fanners to
invest more capital in land and equipment, While expanding, the fai^aer
has been faced with lower prices relative to his costs, maiding it more
necessary for him to be cautious in choosing the crops and the amounts
of each he will grow, Tlie changes in the aiooxints of crops grown, when
viewed yearly, show the effects of a complexity of factors, not all of
which are easily ascertained.
Wheat
In the years froia 1917-1957 there were some rather large and abrupt
changes in the percentage of harvested acres occupied by wiieat. In the
y»ar 1917 itself, when the United States entered World War I, wheat in
area IDa, as an example, occupied only 5#5 percent of the total harvested
acres, com being far more widely grown. Under the conditions of a world
war and relatively good years for crops from the stanc^oint of moisture,
this percentage increased to $9.9 percent in 1919, Later in the postwar
years, 1921 hit a peak of 62,7 percent of harvested cropland occupied by
wheat. An index of prices leceived by farmers for food grains for these
years shows indexes of 2^0, 23U, 2^0, 251 and 132 respectively for the year*
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1917 throTigli 1921,-*- Thia rather abrupt price drop in 1921 was echoed hy
the drop in wheat acres the next two years. From 62.7 percent of hanrested
cropland occupied in 1921, the figure dropped to 1*6,9 percent in 1922 and
I3«ii percent in 1923,
Area 10a is included in the 13-22 inch lainfall band. In the 1922
cropry^ear rainfall totaled 2li,8 inches and in 1923 it totaled 26,1 in
this area. 2 This would suggest that the acreage reduction was largely
due to the corresponding price fluctuation. This price fluctiiation is
caused by decreased dsinand for wheat following the crisis of a world war.
Tastes were also clxanging. dgration frora faim to city, during the war,
to aum tlie defense plants in the period of stepped up industrial production
ziad increased incomes, allowing, people to buy less of tlie staple fooda
and fflore fancier foods such as fruits and vegetables. As people did lest
manual labor, they d emanded less fatty meats and less starchy foods. This
In turn, decreased the d«nand for the cereal grains and other feed grains
\ised in producing fatty meat, such as pork.
In general, wheat production in the 1920 's increased in all areas.
Prices increased gradually until 1927, then dropped off slightly in the
latter 1920 's. This was accanpanied by a corresponding increase in wheat
aci«age until 1927, then an acreage decrease in 1928 and 1929, Population
was growing, especially urban population, and times were generally better
than they had loeen previous to World War I,
1, Period of 1910-19lli taken as a base with index of prices receix'ed
of 100,
2. Cropyear rainfall computed on the basis of the thiixi and fourth
quarters of the year previous to loarvest and the first two quarters of the
harvest year.
aThe 1930*8 ssw a general decline in wheat acres for the first fiv*
years, with a recoveiy during the last five. The former was a period of
seriovuB world depression and prices were low. From 1930-35 the prices
in all areas covered by this stuc^ were below those of 1910-lU, increasing
Ewne in the last five years of the decade. The crop year rainfall in
this period ranged at or below average. For crop years 1937-1939»
wheat occupied a relatively large percentage of harvested crop acres,
decreasing slightly in 19U0. Price also decreased in 1939 and 19i»0} it
began to increase again in 19ltl on the entry of the United States inte
World War II.
The war years of 19U1-U5 fail to show any large increases in the
percentage of cropland occupied hy wheat, but acres of cropland harvested
increased rather rapidly in this period. There was a relatively rapid
increase in percent of harvested crop acz^es occupied by wheat at the end
of the war when prices reached new peadcs. In 191*7 the wheat price index
reached its highest point in the Ul year period studied with an index of
276. (1910-lU - 100) Rainfall conditions were fairly favorable through
this period from 19U0-1950.
Prices remained relatively steac^ during the 1950 's, while dry
weather prevailed. The percent of harvested cropland occupied dropped
from 83,7 percent in 1952 to $3 percent in 1953 in area 10a, This would
appear to be the first period in the Ul years in which the rainfall
influenced the percentage of harvested crop acres occupied by wheat more
than prices. In 1956, with the advent of the soil bank program, three out
of the four areas involved in this stud^ shewed Increases in the percent of
harvested acres occupied by wheat. In 1957 all four areas showed rather
large decreases in this percentage.
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Area 10a, for instance, showed 70,$ percent of harvested acres occupied
by wheat in 1956, and only 9.8 percent in 1957. There was a slight decrease
in price between 193'6 and 1957, and an increase in moisture. Most of thia
BOisture caiae in the second and third quarters of 1957. Rainfall amounts
were extirfflsely low in the last two quarters of 1956, giving a very poor
outlooV for wheat producers the next year. The government extended an
opportunity for farmers to put additional land into the soil bank in the
spring of 1957 because of this poor outlook. For the same reason, farmers
refrained frran planting wheat in the fall of 1956 and waited for sorghum
planting time in the spring of 1957, at which time the moisture was much
more favorable. For purposes of comparison, the percentage of harvested
crop acres occupied by grain sorghums in area 10a increased from 6,9 percent
in 1956 to 68,9 percent in 1957. The direction of this change was opposite
that of wheat, and in almost equal proportions.
For the area covered ty this study* wheat acres eatplained 36,6 percent
of the variation in crop income for the years 1917-1957.
Com
In an overall sense, com has played a decreasing role in farmers
operations over the kl year period from 1917*57. In 1917, com occupied
a larger percentage of harvested crop acres than any of the other crops
considered, (wheat, oats, barley, and grain sorghton), in three of the
four areas considered. This percentage decreased until about 1923, when
irtieat decreased in importance and com helped fill the vacant acres wtdch
resulted from the abstinence of wheat planting. As wheat recovered somewhat
3k
In 192li, corn decreased in iraportance in riost areas. In area 12, however,
both wheat axid com increased in pesxent of haivested acres occupied,
throug;h most of the tHrentiec.
In the early IJiirties com increased slightl^'^ in importance, relative
to wheat. About 1937# the percentage of Iiarvested acres occupied ty com
began to decrease* In l^UO, three of the four areas ehovred a percentage of
2 percent or lees of harvested acres occupied ty com* In tiiese saBie three
areas, this percentage remained below 2 percent for the rexoainder of the
period covered by this stu4y, not even shoving much reaction to the boon
periods of World War II and the years immediately following. The one area
which had a percentage of harvested acres occupied by com above 2 percent
in 19U0, showed some increase during the war years. In 1*?U0 this area,
area 11, had 11,8 percent of its harvested acres occupied by com, and in
IShkf it showed 13.1 percent. Following that it dropped rather abruptly,
until the early fifties. In 1956# area 11 had a percentage of 1.6. A
slight incx-ease in all areas was shown in 1957* probably due to the rather
sharp decrease in wheat acres and an increase in irrigation.
Taking tlie entire area covered by the study, com acres ejq^lained
1,2 percent of the variation in crop income for the years 1917-57. It is
this high only because of area 11, In this area, com acres explained 0,8
peixent of the variation in crop income,
Oats
In the four areas covered by this study, oats has been of only minor
in5)ortance in the years 1917-57. A more accurate statement could be that
oats approach insignificance. In only one area does the percent of harvested
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acres occupied by oats exceed 7 percent. In area 11^ in one isolated
year, this crop percentage reached 7»1 percent. In all the areas combined,
this crop accounted for only about 0«2 pezrent of all variation in crop
income, making it appear to be of very little value to this stutfy.
Barley
Another relatively xinimportant crop in these four areas trtm 1917-^7,
has been barley. Acres of this crop acco\inted for only 1,2 percent of the
variation in crop income in those years, for the area studied, with the
highest percent being in area 10a, In this area, barley e3q)lained 1,5
percent of the variation in crop inccane, even that having a very little
importance to the study vhen compared to wheat. The lai^est percent of
total harvested areas occupied by barley at any time in the period covered
in this study, occurred in area 12 in 1936, when barley occupied 57.8 percent
of harvested acres. More commonly this percentage was below 10 percent*
In general, the changes in barley acres followed those of com. Barley
occupied a smaller percent of the total harvested acres than coin in
nearly all cases, but the changes were in the same direction, even though
on a smaller scale.
Grain Sorghums
Including all sorghums grown for grain, this classification was shown
to be one of the major crops grown in teiros of acres of cropland occupied.
However, in the years included in this stu(fy, a relatively small percent
of the crop Income has been explained by the acres of this ci'op grown.
The percent of harvested acres occupied by this crop has varied from a
percentage too small to be measured practically, (less than 0.1 percent).
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to as high as 78.8 percent. The variations in the relative importance of
thia crop are not dependent on any one other variable. Some increases in
percent of harvested crop acres occupied by this crop, such as occurred in
19^ and 1955 in all areas, are caused by a shortage of moisture for other
crops. The greater relative hardiness and lower moisture requirement of
sorghums allow this crop to be grown where other crops fail to survive.
The rather lai^e increases in the percentage of cropland devoted to
grain sorghum in 1957 over that of 1956 almost offsets the sudden decrease
in wheat acreage of the same year, brought about by a poor outlook for wheat*
Sorghum occupied relatively small percentages of harvested crop acres during
the depression and drouth of the thirties. This was before sojrghum became
popular as a drouth resistant crop. Probably the most iiq?ortant factor
in its lack of popularity in the thirties however, was that the price was
relaUvely low. In the ten years from 1930 through 1939, the price index
was IXX) or below for six years, and reached a level of more than 150 in
only one year. Peircent of total crop acres occupied by grain sorghums was
relatively low during World War II. At this time the demand for wheat was
high and all available acres were being devoted to it. Mai^r acres of
grassland in these four areas were plowed up during this time for the
purpose of wheat production. It is primarily since World War II, and even
more specifically, since the advent of the soil bank program in 1956, that
sorghums have gained their greatest popularity in this area of the state.
As faimers are forced to withdraw acres formerly used for wheat production,
th^ are finding grain sorghiims a good replacement crop. Most of the land
in these four areas is fitted to the production of grain sorghums, and a good
raazicet is provided in most years by the livestock producing areas. So much
XT
grain sorghun has been grown for these reasons, that some people predict
that the nation will soon be faced with a surplus of sorghvuns as well as
wheat.
ESTIMATED REUTIONSHIPS AMONG FACTORS AND THEIR
EFFECTS ON CROP INCOME
The relationships among the factors affecting crop income were
estimated for each econtanic area separately and for the area of th*
study as a whole. The method of estimating the relationships was the
least-square method of linear regression. The estimated regression
eoefficlents and coefficients of determination are shewn in Table 5.
The coefficients of determination are presented in partial foini in Table 6,
giving the percents of variation in crop income explained by each segra«it
of the regression equation. To test the significance of the regression
coefficients, the t values in Table 7 were obtained. The significance
levels of the corresponding regression coefficients are shown in the sam«
table, directly under the t values.
The marginal returns realized from each of the crops considered in the
years 1917-57 are presented in Tables 8, 9, 10 and 11. These values wez«
ranked by years and the frequencies with which each crop attained each
rank were totaled. These ranks and rank frequencies are presented in
Tables 12 through 16.
These major classifications of information provide the basis for
inferences applicable to the area under study and were approached for
discussion by individual econtsniic areas.
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Economic Area 10a
The coefficient of determination (R^) applicable to the economic area
10a reveals that 66 percent of the variation in crop income was explained or
accounted for by the regression equationj that is, the factors included in
the study and their interrelationships were responsible for 66 percent of
the variability of crop incomes in economic area 10a in the years 1917-57
•
In order to gain insight into the relative iit5>ortance of each factor and
its relationship with other factors, the coefficient of dteteiraination was
expressed in its partial form.
Through the years 1917-57 f the partial coefficients of determination
reveal that the percent of total cropland occupied by wheat in area 10a
accounted for 30,8 percent of the variation in crop income. The inches of
rainfall applicable to wheat accounted for an additional 20 .ii percent of the
variation in crop income in that area and time peilod vihen they were added
to the acreage effects. The added consideration of the price level of wheat
accounted for an additional 5.8 percent. The three factors, the percentagi
of cropland occupied by wheat, the rainfall and prices received for wheat,
explained a total of 57 percent of the total variation in crop income in
area 10a for the years 1917-57. Wheat has been the major cash crop in this
area, which makes this high degree of determination eaqpected.
The percent of total cropland occupied by com explained an additional
one-tenth of one percent of the variation in crop income. Adding the
effects of rainfall relevant to com explained one percent more of the
variation in crop income. With the price level of com also considered,
an additional six-tenths of one percent of the variation in crop income was
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explained. The total acres of wheat and corn, their relevant rainfall
amounts and the price levels of each, explained a total of ^8,7 percent
of the variation in crop incomeis in area 10a in the time period studied.
The percents of crop acres occupied by oats, barley and grain
sorghums, the rainfall amounts relevant to these crops, and their price
levels, explained a total of 7.3 percent of the total variation in crop
income, making a total of 66 percent of the variation in crop income
explained by the regression equation for area 10a,
This study included a relatively large number of variables as compared
with the number of observations. With the consequent small number of
degrees of freedom, coupled vith relatively large standard errors, yerj
few of the regression coefficients were significant at upper levels. In
area 10a, with kl observations and 25 degrees of freedom., only one
regjTsssion coefficient, the one corresponding to the wheat acres-rainfall
factor combination, was significant at the five percent level. Others were
significant at lower levels and some of them can, for practical purposes,
be considered as non-significant,
Harginal retvims, accordijig to the derived descilptive-predictiv«
equation, of the various crops studied provide insight into the actual
historical importance these crops have played in this area and show some
reasons why land has been distributed among different crops as it has.
There marginal returns are presented in Tables 8, 9, 10 and 11 and were
obtained by taking a partial derivative of I (crop income) with respect
to each of the crops individually. The acres of each cjrep are in terms
of a percent of total harvested acres occupied, and returns are in tenw
of 191D-lii dollars. The marginal returns refer to the increase or decrease
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In the ntimber of 1910-llj dollars >*.ich would have been realized by devoting
one additional percent of total harvested cronland to the cj*op in question.
The iriarginal retvims relevant to irtieat in area 10a show a hich depree
of stability, reaching above 200 in only four of the Ll years, and below
100 only during the depression period of 1932 through 19liO, Thie means that
in 28 years out of Ulj an additional one percent of harvested acres devoted
to wheat would Iiave increased returns frova wheat by 1100,000 and $200,000,
This stability ?nakes wheat a popular crop in this area because it meane
that in any year, with average price and rainfall conditions, the farmer
may expect a positive return from an investment in wheat. This does not
raean that it is irnpossible to lose money on wheat, Natural disasters
such as bail, flood or wind, which ruin a crop, cause a loss, bit considering
the most probably price and rainfall situations and holding other factors
constant, retuitis from wtieat may be expected to be positive in economic
area 10a, Marginal returns from wtieat failed to rank first, or highest, of
the crops considered in any year studied. However, they ranked second or
third consistently and were never negative. The average rank of marginal
returns from wheat in this ai-ea and time period was roughly three.
The marginal returns from com in economic area 10a have not been
so encouraging to farmers in this area. While marginal returns from this
crop reached a higher level in some years than the marginal returns from
wheat reached in any year, they showed a high degree of variation. This
makes expectations of returns from com very uncertain. In 23 of the Ul
years studied, marginal returns frcan com in this area were negative. In
most of these years, either price or rainfall was low. >feiginal returns
frcHtt com show a high degree of dependence on rainfall.
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Itt economic area 10a, oats showed the hifjhest degree of variation
in marginal returns of all the crops studied, Prom a low of -6,160,? in
1951, this figure reached a high for the period of 2,276,2 in 1956, Thi«
means that in the period studied, the iretums for devoting one additional
percent of harvested cropland to oats in this economic area ranged from a
loss of $6,160,90 to a gain of 02,276,20, Oats showed negative marginal
returns in 27 of the kl years studied, and ranked either fourth or fifth
in level of marginal returns in 31 of the Ul years.
In economic area 10a, barlqy showed positive returns in eveiy year
studied. The level of these ret\xms was higher than those from wheat in
all but two years, 1917 and 19$6, The marginal returns from barley reached
their highest points in raai^jr of the same years as did the returns from wheat.
The consistency with which barley has maintained relatively large positive
margixxal returns would suggest that barley production could be carried on
profitably at a slightly greater rate. Barley ranked first or second in
level of marginal returos in 39 of the years covered by this stucfy. Its
rank in the other years was third, being below wheat and oats both years.
Grain sorghuias suffered negative marginal returns in only three
years in the period studied. The general level of these returns was the
same as those for wheat, but showed a slightly higher range of variation.
For area 10a, over the time period studied, grain sor^ums appeared to be
the third best crop.
For area 10a in general, the crops appear to rank themselves by level
of raai^inal returns in a manner veiy closely approximating that which might
be ejq^ected, ilarglnal returns from barley are higher in many cases than
those from wheat, making barley the first crop to be put into a cropping
plan. Wheat would follow barley in making a choice of crops, but would
v»ry likely be produced to a much larger extent. Grain sorsJitras would be
the third choice, followed by com and oats in that order. This does not
nean that more of a hi^er ranked crop should be produced than of a lower
ranked crop. These marginal returns figures were arrived at on the basis
of the amounts of each crop which v«re actually produced in the past in
this ecmoaic area. The choice of barley over wheat refers only to the
reliability of positive returns from barley at the level at i^ich it has
i
been produced, as cc»npared with the reliability of positive returns from
wheat at its level of past production. Similar comparisons apply to the
other crops in the choice of their rank in preference*
Ecmomic Area IGb
The coefficient of determination for economic area 10b was 0.79.
This shows an increase of 0.13 over the r2 for economic area 10a. The
combined effects of the three Wieat factors and their interrelationships
Mcounted for a total of 75.1 percent of the variation in crop income in
economic area lOb.^ This was an increase of 18.1 percent over the amount
explained by the same factors in area 10a. The three com factors showed
a decrease of 1.4 percent in total variation in crop income explained, while
the combined factors of grain sorghum, oats and barley showed decreases in
variation determination of 0.4 percent, 0.6 percent and 2.3 percent
respectively. As might be expected, wheat proved to be the most important
crqs in determining crop income v«hich justifies its position as the major
cash crop throughout the period.
1. The three factors of a crop refer to the percent of total harvested
acres occupied by that crop, the quarters of rainfall applicable to that
crq} and the price level of that crop.
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Idice econoioic area 10a, this area had only one regression coefficient
significant at an upper level. The coefficient corresponding to the
factor combination of wheat acres and rainfall was significant to the
factor combination of wheat acres and rainfall was significant at the one
percent level. All others were significant at lower levels.
Table 9 presents the marginal returns relevant to the crops in
economic area l£)b. These figures again are according to the derived
predictive-descriptive equation and were obtained by taking a partial
derivative of crop income with respect to each cirop. Wheat was the rao»t
stable, followed Toy grain 803?ghum, com, barley, and oats in that order.
Wheat and grain sorghums had no negative marginal returns during the Ul
year period. Com showed negative marginal returns in only two years
and barley in only four. Barley revealed rather large marginal returns
in several years but the negative returns in some years made expectations
of positive returns uncertain relative to wheat and grain sorghums.
Com was also somewhat uncertain because of the two years with negative
z«turn£, Oats maintained an undisputed last place consideration in this
area because of the large number of yeairs in which the crop revealed
negative marginal returns, Oats ranked fifth in level of marginal retiims
in 31 years and had negative marginal returns in 30 years of the hi year
period covered by this study.
For economic area 10b, in general, the crop preference would place
wheat first as would be expected. Grain sorghums would be second and
com third, primarily because of the uncertainty brought about by the two
years of negative returns from com. Barley, with four years of negative
returns, would occupy fourth place in preference with oats ranked as a poor
fifth.
Econoanic Area 11
The three whent factors and their Interrelationships accounted for
5l»6 percent of the variation in crop inc(»ae in econcsnic area 11. Price
level of wheat in tMs economic area had a smaller effect on crop income
than in either area 10a or 10b, explaining only an additional 1.0 percent
of variationj wheat acres and rainfall relative to wheat accoxinted for
50,6 percent of variation in crop inccane. Com, oats, barley and grain
sorghum all showed latter effects on crop income than in area 10a or 10b,
These increases make up for most of the loss in determination attributable
to wheat factors when the aggregate coefficient of determination is considered*
This coefficient showed that the crops, their rainfalls and prices accounted
for 7h percent of the variation in crop income in economic area 11. Thus,
this coefficient explained 8 percent of variation in crop income more than
the corresponding coefficient for area 10a and explained only 5 percent
of variation less than that for area 10b, Wheat factors in area 11
explained S,h percent and 23.5 percent less of crop income variation than
in area 10a and 10b respectively.
Three regression coefficients for economic area U had t values which
were significant at the 5 percent level, two of them beyond the 5 percent
level. The regression coefficient of the factor combination of wheat acres
and rainfall had a t value which was significant at the 5 percent level.
The regression coefficient corresponding to the com aBres-rainfall factor
combination showed a t value which was significant beyond the 5 percent
level. The regression coefficient corresponding to the grain sorghum
acres-rainfall factor combination also showed a t value which was significant
beyond the 5 percent level.
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Marginal returns from the five crops in economic area 11 fall into
a pattern similar to areas lOa and 10b* Wheat again yielded positive
M»i^inal returns in every year of the period studied, with grain sorghum*
showing negative marginal returns in only one. Barley yielded negative
marginal retunris in 10 of the Ul years with oats and com following at
13 and 20 years respectively shoning negative marginal returns* Fj-on
19Ul thirough 1957, oats showed large positive marginal returns. This accounts
for its record of ranking first among the crops studied in level of marginal
returns for 28 of the Ul years studied. In all the remaining 13 years how-
ever, oats ranked fifth in level of marginal returns. The years in which
oats ranked first were years when oats occupied a small percentage of the
total harvested acres. Years when oats occupied larger percentages of
harvested acres were tliose in which the crop linked fifth in level of
marginal returns. This would suggest that oats should have been produced
to a slightly larger extent from 19U1-1957*
Grain sorghum in econojsdc area U showed steadily positive, though
relatively low marginal returns, which means that grain sorghum would have
been second only to wheat in safety of investment. Barley would have been
third choice with negative marginal returns in 10 of Ul years, and relatively
low returns when they were positive. Oats would probably be fourth choice
as a crop to grow because of its lack of dependability in yielding positive
returns. Com, with negative marginal returns in 20 of the Ul years, would
be fifth choice. The marginal returns from this crop are relatively large
when negative and rather small liien positive. Com yielded negative
maiginal returns in every year frran 19U3-1957, approximately the same period
in which oats yielded a series of large positive returns.
uEconomic Area 12
The coefficlant of determination relevant to eccmonic area 12 shoimd
the largest pexxsent of variation in crop income explained by the regressioo
formula of all areas considered. The R^ in this area shows 83 percent of
the variation in crop incane explained by the regression equation. The
three wheat factors explain 75»2 percent of the changes in crop income
themselves, with only 8 percent explained by the other crop factors.
This would be expected fix)m the importance wheat has had in the allocation
of land in this area in the past.
This area is unique frcxa the standpoint of significance of the regres-
sion coefficients, None of the regression coefficients in this area were
significant at an upper level. Most of them could be considered non-
significant for all practical purposes,
BYom the standpoint of marginal returns, wheat again proves to be the
most desirable crop to grow. In each of the Ul years included in the stucly^
wheat yielded positive retvims at a relatively stable level. Grain
sorghums, with two years of negative returns, would be second in rank of
preference. Barley would be the third crop to be included in the cropping
progjrara on the basis of mai^ir.al returns. This crop yielded negative
marginal returns in 10 of the Ul years. Oats and com, with negative
return in 18 and 19 years respectively, would be the last two crops to
be included in cropping plans in this area on the basis of marginal returns.
Com would probably take preference over oats despi-e the lower positive
returns, because its negative returns are also lower and only slightly
more probable.
t?
All Areas
A coefficient of determination was derived for a CMiblnation of all
four of the economic areas in conjunction. This shovrs that a total of
6U percent of the variation in total crop Income for the area of the study
BM a whole was explained by the factors considered in the regression. As
in each of the individual economic areas, the three wheat factors accounted
for the major part of the variation in crop income. In this case -Uiey
explained 55.9 percent of the variation in total crop income for the area
of the stuc^y as a irtiole. The next combination of crop factors by level of
determination was the combination of com factors with 3,1 percent of th«
variation in crop income explained.
The aggregate estimation of regression coefficients indicated that
three of them were significant at upper levels. The coefficient corres-
ponding to the wheat acres-rainfall factor combination was significant at the
one percent level. The coefficient corresponding to the wheat acres-pilce
factor cwabination was significant between the 5 percent and 1 percent level*
as was the coefficient corresponding to the com acres-rainfall factor
conibination.
Marginal returns were not derived for the area as a whole because it
was felt that any inferences which could have been drawn from them would
have been too general in natiire to be applicable,
LIMITATIONS OF RESULTS
The results of this stutty are limited in applicability by several
tmavoidable consequences. In no way does this prevent the study from being
useful providing these limitations are realized and considered.
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The prices and values in this study are based on a period of 1910-lU,
and should be properly adjusted before comparisons xd.th data based on
other base periods, such as another popular period of years, 19hl'^9»
Value of crops produced is only an estimate of crop income. Income
figures were not available in sufficient quantities for the area studied and
in the event they should become available, would be preferable for use in
a study of this type, than value of crops produced.
Accuracy of estimation was reduced in this study by the small number
of observations relative to the number of variables. Had better data been
available for more observations, this accuracy could have been increased
somewhat.
This study has been conducted in a manner which includes technology
as it has changed through time. To base predictions for the future on this
stu<fy, however, would not be inclusive of future changes in technology.
Such predictions, therefore, votild need to be adjusted accordingly.
Government programs have a substantial impact on farming operations
in this area, especially as they effect allowable acreages of crops and
the prices. Anything which causes a change in the price levels of these
crops will effect the applicability of this study.
The dependent variable (I) was measured in constant, gross dollars.
The cost of producing the individual crops was not deducted from the value
of crops produced. Thus, all of the estimated marginal returns would bo
lower and more of them could be negative if the costs of productiai were
taken into consideration. However, the omission of production costs should
not detract from the applicability of findings since production costs
are similar for all of the crops considered except com. The relative
positions of crops would probably remain the same even if the producticm
costs were considered.
The main source of data for this stu^ were county yield figures.
Because of the variation in soils, climatic conditions and natural hazards
within a county, variations of average county yields tend to be less,
because of the greater acreage and the chance for a lew yield in one part
of the county to be offset by a high yield in another part of the county.
This means that the results and inferences obtained from this study are
* more applicable to individual economic areas than to individual farms,
SUMMART AND CONCLUSIONS
m This 8tu4y was designed to investigate factors affecting crop inccane.
Its* primaiy aims were (l) to provide the farmers in this area with a
measure of relative desirabilities of various practices and (2) to develop
|F a background of factual infonnation for extension fana planning and to
provide a better basis for certain policy recommendations,
^ This stu<fy was restricted to a geogi«phic area comprising approxiraately
m the western one-third of Kansas, This area includes type of farming
areas 10a, 10b, 11 and 12, which are primarily wheat producing areas
characterized by low rainfall. The study included land allocation by
m crops, rainfall and prices in a 1*1 year time period covering the years
2Sn through 1957.
^ The crops considered in this study were wheat, com, oats, barley and
grain sorghums. Prices were included in the stu<^ and were expressed in
terms of indexes based on 1910-Ub 100, Rainfall, another independent
variable, was expressed in quarterly amounts as it was recorded at various
Miinfall measuring stations in the area.
Value of crops produced, including all crops sold, used on the farm
or stored, was included as an indicator of crop income, the dependent
variable, Tliese data were obtained from Kansas State Board of Agriculture
fiieimial Reports and Earm Facts. All values were adjusted to a base
period of 1910-1]; and then divided by 1,000 for ease of handling.
Quarters of rainfall most relevant to each cx^p were suimned.
Prices \ised were indexes based on 1910-m 100, The indexes used
were obtained fjrom the Kansas State Board of AgrictJLture Price Patterns
report of 1957 » The "Food Grain" index was used for wheat, the "Feed Grain*"
index for com, oats, barley and grain sorghum and the "All Crops" index
for "Other Crops,"
The data were anal^jrzed with the aid of a single equation multiple
regiression juethod. After experimenting with several equation forms, the
one selected for use was
I - a + b^X^ bgX^ (X^ Xg X^ X^q) h^X^ (X^)
*
^h * V3 ^h *hj:? * V3 ^^3^ *
* ^0^ * hA (x? ^ + ^ ho^ * ^12\ (X13)
* hj^ * bii^i5 (X9 x^o x^^) b^^x^ (x^^)
where individual independent factors or variables were used alone and in
combination. These factors were classified as follows!
X"!^ • crop acreage of wheat in percent;
Xg ci^p acreage of com in percent;
X^ crop acreage of oats in percent;
1 • crop acreage of barley in percent;
X^ crop acreage of grain sorghums in percent;
X^ crop acreage of other crops in percent;
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X. 3rd quarter rainfall in year t-lj
Xq lith quarter rainfall In year t«lj
1q a 1st quarter rainfall in year t|
XjjQ » 2nd quarter rainfall in year tj
Xj2 " 3rd quarter rainfall in year t}
^12 " ^°°^ grain index (1910-lli baee)j
^13 * ^^^^ Grain index (1910-lli base)j
*lli
" ^^ crops index (I9IO-II1 base),
"Other Crops" variable has shown in the preliminary analysis that
its effect on value of crops produced was very small and it wa- omitted
from the stucfy in the final analysis. The OTaission of the "Other Crops"
variable mad© the price index for "All Crops" unnecessary also.
Historical land use by crops was investigated to provide understanding
of the importance various crops have had in the past. This importance
was expressed in terma of the percents of total harvested acres occupied
by each of the various crops in the past.
Wheat was the most important crop in this area from the standpoint of
acres grown. Grain sorghum ranks second in land allocation with com,
oats and barl^ being relatively less important.
Coefficients of deteiroination (R^) showed that 66, 79, 51.6 and 83
percent of the variation in value of crops produced in type of fanning
areas 10a, 10b, 11 and 12 respectively was explained by the factors
considered in regression. The coefficient of determination derived for
the area of the stucfy as a whole, indicated that th percent of the variation
in value of crops produced was explained by the factors considered in
regression analysis.
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The partial coefficients of determination in all individual econoraic
areas showed wheat along with quarterly raiiuali to be the major source
of variation in value of crops produced.
Marginal returns from each crop were estimated for every one of the
hi years. These were derived by taking a partial derivative of I with
respect to each crop. VJheat was the most stable crop of the five considered.
Barley and grain sorghvua indicated very low or even negative marginal returns
in 8<M8e years, making Uxera less desirable crops in which to invest time,
labor and equipment. Com and oats both showed negative marginal returns
in several years, making them the least dependable crops to grow.
The Bfcjor limitations of this study were caused hy situations which
were unavoidable. True crop inccaae figures were not available, and the
value of crops produced figures were used. Costs of producing the crops
are difficult to obtain. Had th^ been considered, toe marginal retuirs
would have been lower.
The restrictions placed upon the production of certain crops by
govemiaent prograias have a detrimental effect on the ability of fanners
to make decisions concerning land allocation. For aaxinium income in the
area covered by this study, the optimum cropping plan would appear to
include the maxiiram legal acreage of wheat with the remainder of the land
allocated primarily to barley and grain sorghums. Until more crop
varieties are developed which are adaptable to this area, these three
will probably remain the major factors in detemiining crop incone.
Policy recommendations based on the needs of this area alone would
most certainly be aimed at easing restrictions on the acreages of wheat
which farmers were allowed to grow. In an aggregate sense, however, this
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area loses same significance, A possibility would be to ellitiinate the
production of wheat in other areas, giving wheat production to the area
where wheat is most adaptable*
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1Table 1. Percentage of total harvested acres
1
occupied by Individual crops.
area 10a, 1917-57.
Tear Wheat Com Oats Barley
1
Gr. Sorg,
1917 5.U8 31.95 6.32 13.89 21.35
1913 22 .U2 20.03 6,97 8.15 17.51
1919 59.85 8,12 3.29 6.77 6.92
1920 59.1*6 6.18 2,67 7.82 7.1*8
1921 62.70 6.8U 3.3U 9.16 5.58
1922 1*6.98 IJO.I18 I*. 79 12.72 9.1*2
1923 13.1*0 20.21* 5.68 18.70 21.06
192li 59.11 9.12 2.0U 9,62 7.91 !
1925 6U.06 8,01* 2.15 7.88 6.U8 ]
1926 65.65 7.1*0 2.0U 6,78 7.73
1927 1*7.08 17.32 2.U6 7.77 12.06
1928 55.28 2l*.91 1.77 7.83 8.17
1929 70.79 8.37 1.36 6.61 5.10
1930 75.31* 6.39 .97 1*.90 U.36
1931 76.69 6.18 1.07 1;.12 3.20 ?
1932 56.20 12.58 2.1U 8.58 6.23
1933 30.81; 19.1*0 1.50 13.13 11.38
1931* 61.20 5.08 I.2I* 7.27
1935 11.30 19.1*1 .85 1*.10 li*.22
1936 62.29 1*.63 1.15 3.20
1937 80.00 1.53 a*i 1.1*8 10.03
1938 73.57 .31 .8b 3.09 8.38
1939 71.60 .1*0 1.00 i*.70 8.50
191*0 51.00 1.10 2,80 13.50 15.10
19ia 70.70 0,80 1,80 11.10 5.20
19ii2 77.70 0.90 1.20 6.90 2.80
19U3 6U.70 1.50 1.20 5U*0 3.80
19101 6l*.30 1.30 1,70 11.50 9.70
1915 82,10 o.Uo 0,90 3.30 3.60
191*6 83.20 0.30 0.90 3.20 3.00
19U7 81.60 0,10 0.80 2,80 2.70
191*8 76.90 0.20 1.50 1*,90 7.60
191*9 82.50 0.20 0.90 2,1|0 5.80
1950 77.30 0.20 1.00 0,80 10.1*0
1951 1*6.00 0.60 1.00 2,10 33.20
1952 83.70 O.liO 0.80 0.90 l*.60
1953 53.00 0.60 1.U0 1.70 23.10
1951* 50.50 0,50 0,80 2.20 31.30 :,
1955 55.00 0,10 0,70 1.20 18.90
1956 70.50 0.10 0,30 0,60 6.90
1957 9.80 0.60 1.20 2,50 68,90
1\
Table 2. Percentage of total harvested acres
J
occupied ly irdlTidual crops.
area 10b, 1917-1957. 1
I«ar Wheat Com Oats Barley Gr. Sorg. <
1917 5.7lt 15.1+6 1+.97 9.17 1+1+.67
X918 9.78 10.1+6 5.86 l+.io 1+5.71
1919 33.12 5.1+6 2.11+ 5.72 33.15
;
1920 32.19 7.27 2.1+3 6.73 33.76 !
1921 li6.06 10.61+ 1.97 8.37 21.37
1922 1*3.93 10.78 2.56 9.71 21.93
1923 S6$ 16.68 3.21+ 9.69 1+7.93
192lt U9.88 8.32 1.11 5.63 22.98
1925 53.47 7.87 0.75 l+.l? 21.88 J
1926 6U.36 5.78 0.57 2.05 18.66 ;
1927 39.27 12.68 o.ia 3.05 32.57
1928 59.52 10.28 0.1+1 2.60 18.18
1929 69.88 8.37 0.21+ 2.1+2 11.67
1930 71.37 8.96 0.21 2.13 9.91
1931 78.79 6.18 0.26 0.88 8.29
1932 1+5.89 18.72 1.18 3.93 11+.70
1933 15-16 20.1+8 0.56 6.92 25.29 ;
193i* 61.31 5.57 0.39 2.69
1935 28.35 9.25 0.87 1.95 19.1+9
1936 U3.90 5.33 0.97 0.1+5
1537 58.01 1.92 0.25 0.1+7 26.57 <
1938 61.3U 0.31+ 0.39 1.36 31.15 ;
1939 ?6.iiO 0,20 0.20 2.90 13.90
19liO 5U.30 0.60 1.10 6.20 2i+.10
191*1 65.50 C.60 1.00 5.80 17.20
19U2 71.80 1.00 0.30 1+.30 10.00
19li3 56.80 1.00 0.20 2.10 9.60
19Ut 59.1+0 0.1+0 0.1+0 1+.80 21+ .1+0
19U5 71+.90 0.20 0.20 1.90 12.20
19l;6 77.90 0.10 0.10 0.90 10.50
19U7 82.30 0.10 0.10 1.00 11.10
19lt8 80.70 0.03 0.20 0.90 11.80 J
191+9 79.ij0 0.03 0,10 0.60 13.30
1950 68.10 0.03 0.02 0.02 23.30
1951 38.10 o.Uo 0,20 1.20 1+6.1+0
1952 71+.20 0.20 0,10 0.60 17.70
1953 66,90 0.20 0.10 o.lo 19.80
195U i+7.30 0.10 0.10 1.30 38.50
1955 31.70 0.03 0.10 0.1+0 66.80
1956 61.60 0.20 0,10 0.30 21.50
1957 8.1+0 0.1+0 0.50 1.90 78.80
11
Table 3. Percentage of total harvested acres occupied by individual crops.
area U, 1917-1957.
Tear Wheat Com Oats Barley Gr, Sorg.
'1
1917 17 .U6 37 .Ul 3.50 20.7U 7.19
1918 32.97 28.79 3.22 I5.1i0 5.1*2
1919 59.0U 16.62 1.00 10.1*0 2.12
1920 58.60 16.91 0.86 11.56 1.88
1921 6U.66 11;.65 0.90 9.1*1 1.55 1
1922 56.86 20.UO 1.2li 9.22 2.72 ;
1^23 39.36 30.96 1.86 13.30 5.25 1
1921 50.09 27.67 1.32 10.63 1.81 ]
1925 52.37 27.50 0.95 8.1.3 1.1*7
1926 51.9U 29.22 1.03 7.05 1.90
1927 37.77 38.28 2,10* 9.07 3.6U ;
1928 26.77 1*9.16 1.17 11*.00 1.82 3
1929 50,95 27.9ii 0.99 12.87 1.07
1930 57.71 25.23 0.96 9.02 1.03
1931 51.81 30.72 1.01 9.65 0.88 \
1932 3U.85 U3.68 1.61 10.69 1.06
1933 15.80 U6.76 2.53 20.11* 2.61
1931* 36.87 33.ii9 1.23 12.97 ..
1935 12.78 26.95 1.26 10.81* U.57
1936 hh.70 30.13 1.38 9.22
1937 69.95 12.37 0.65 i*.10 T.6U
1938 71.90 9.20 0.76 5.57 i*.76
1939 53.20 8.50 1.50 10.80 12.60 :
19l;0 U2.10 11.80 1.70 16.60 13.30
19la 56.10 11.70 ia*o 13.60 6.30
19li2 65.50 13.30 7.10 8.30 2.80 1
19it3 6U.30 12,20 1.20 9.30 2,00
19liJ* 56.60 13.10 2.70 9.1*0 5.30
19h$ 73.70 7.30 1.10 U.50 3.50 \
19U6 76.50 5.80 1.20 U.IO 2.00
19U7 81.70 3.90 1.00 3.20 1.50 1
19U8 76.20 It.lO 1.60 1*.80 3.80 j
191*9 77.70 U.io 1.10 2.70 1*.80
1950 78.10 U.30 0.80 1.90 5.00
1951 57.30 7.90 0.90 1.10 16.1*0
1952 79.60 5.10 1.00 0.60 l*.io
1953 68.80 6.20 1.30 1.30 11.60
195U 58.70 6.30 1.00 2.60 18.30 i
1955 63.20 2.50 0.70 2.60 5.70
1956 62.30 1.60 0.20 1.60 7.00
1957 36.70 5.30 0.90 3.30 38.20 I
i
i
1Table k. Percentage of total hanrested acres occupied by individtial crops, 1
area 12, 1917-1957. i
'
Year Wheat Com Oats Barley
1
Gr, Sorg. ^
1^17 2.08 19.58 2.18 13.U7 16.79
1918 3.31 17.72 2.20 12.25 l8J,)i
1919 13.614 ll;.l+l 1.1'1 15.57 16.30
1920 15.65 15.50 1.62 I5.5ii 15.61
1921 30.38 16.20 1.62 16.U7 11.09
1922 31.07 16.27 1.5U 13.95 11.96
1922 aJ4.5o 19.27 1.38 lli.66 19.92
I92h 27.26 20.6i4 0.92 15.39 13.8it
1925 26. Gl 21.80 0.92 lli.73 10.ou
1926 27.li9 25.32 0.78 15.31 ll.!i6
1927 20.68 27.^7 0.59 12.2ii 19.5U !
1928 19.Mt 29.7lj 0.66 15.02 16.23
1929 33.95 2U.18 0.52 16.25 9.97
1930 I43.37 19.08 o,kk 16.h5 7.31 ;
1931 58.73 Hi .77 0.35 10.90 li.li5
1932 29.88 2ii.I^6 0.66 17. R7 10.76
1933 7.i'0 25.05 0.31 38.06 1U.61
193ii 37.57 33.18 0.18 17.83 MB
1935 l.llj 23.37 0.11 10.33 13.02
1936 37.10 13.18 0.50 57.79 mm
1937 51.7U 1.96 0.70 1.81 22.75
1938 56.5»* 2.31 0.13 Ii.92 20.U
1939 58.90 1.00 0.10 8.00 17.00
mo 32.00 2.00 0.30 13.60 29.90
19^1 50.50 1.50 O.ltO lli.60 16,30
19U2 65.90 2.90 O.IiO 7.50 8.80
19h3 66.30 2.U0 0.30 7.20 7.70
I9hh 39.30 2.70 0.60 12.50 27.30
29k$ 70.30 1.00 0.20 l».60 9.3c
19ke 80.UC 0.8c 0.10 2.70 3.9c
191*7 83.Uo 0.5c 0.20 2.10 5.10
1918 78.80 O.ljC 0.30 2.60 8.90
19li9 7li.lO 0.3c 0.20 2.10 15.10
1950 71.80 0.30 0,10 0.60 15.60
1951 30.60 2.30 0.20 1.00 50.00
1952 81^.30 0.70 0.20 0.80 6.80
1953 67.80 0.90 0.20 O.UO 17.90
195U U.l*o 0.80 0.20 1.90 12.70 )
1955 50.30 0.80 0.10 0.80 21.70
1956 50.80 1»30 0.10 0.60 12.30
i
1957 3.70 1.60 0.80 2.00 71.00
1
1
1
1
!
kk
Table ^« ValuM of coefficients of detemlnatlon (R^) and regression (b).
Area 10a Area 10b Area U Area 12 All areas
1^ 0.66 0.79 0.7lt 0.80
1
0.61*
h -68.71 -57.52 -16.66 26.95 50.00
h 7,33 16.27 11.1;6 3.76 10.98
h 0.39 0M9 0.15 0.56 0.35
H -827.0 1,0U0.12 -562.15 U09.I42 98.36
H 61.53 -itl.69 UO.80 -5.91* 18.15
H -1.88 -0.37 -0.16 -2.06 -0.77
*? 3.875.32 -8,385.76 6,19li.30 -8,Ui8.5U 677.21
H -531.82 618.104 -513.50 1*1*9.78 -li*.7lt ^
h U.59 8.95 3.33 33.21 -1*.1*U
ho -868.77 -UOU.90 -703.36 -115.7U -171.1k
hi 57.6U -2,81 U3.67 2.78 -7.86
^12 l.Ii8 6.75 -1.16 0.62 1.97
h3 152.87 76,91 li89.5U 99.86 19U.1*6
biu U.86 -2.08 -6ii.35 1.86 -3.96
h5 -0.82 0.38 1.80 -0.39 0.33
ib$
IkUUi 6. Percent of Tarlatlen In ineoM d«rlT»d tram cropc as e^qslaiiMd Tbj
dlff«r«&t in(tep«Bd«nb variables.
tm 10a Area 10b Ar«a 11 Area 12 AUaxwts
h 30.8 28.b 31.5 57.7 36.6
H 20J( 29.7 19.1 6.9 15Ji
b 5.8 7.0 1.0 1D.6 3.9
H 0.1 0.0 0.8 3.3 1.3
H 1.0 0.1 6.0 1.0 1.6
H 0.6 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.2
h 0.3 0.3 0.8 0.0 0.2
H 1.6 0.6 1.7 o.b oa
s 0.2 0.6 0.0 2.5 0.0
ho 1.5 0.1| 1.0 oa I^
hi 1.8 0.0 5.6 0.0 oa
hi 0.2 0.8 0*2 0.1 0.5
hi 1U> 0.9 0.5 0.3 2.6
hk OJi 0.0 5a 0.0 0.1
h$ 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.2 oa
UTaUtT.t % valuee and levele of eignlflcanee for moltlple regreesicn
coefficients.^
Area 10a Axva 10b Area 11 Area 12 All areas
H 0.1t2 0.3U
N.S.
0.07 0.25
SM.S. M.S.
0.78
0.1(5
^ 2.02
0.0$
3.31
0.003
2.25 1.26
0.030 0.25
5.91
0,0001
*3 1.39
0.18
1.39
0.18
0.35 2.17
M.S. 0.37
2J»5
0.020
H 0.80
M.S.
1.03
0.3ii
1.29 1.01
0.22 0.32
0.50
M.S. j
*S 1.37
0.19
0.61)
H.S.
2.72 0.35
0.015 M.S.
2.11
o.ob5
H 0.52
H.S.
0.07
H.S.
0.2U 0.65
N.S. M.S.
0.75
O.Ii3
*1 0.93
0.36
1.06
0.33
1.10 1*23
0.31 0.27
0.38
M.S.
H 1.56
0.15
1.17
0.29
1.23 0.6$
0.255 M.S.
0.12
M.S.
s 0.1tO 0.39I.S.
0.17 1.78
N.S. 0.098
0.80
0.U1
)>|0 0.70 0.19
H.S.
0.63 0.2U
M.S. M.S.
0.57
M.S.
hi 1«280.4
O.Ob
K.S.
1.11 0.16
0.30 M.S.
0.58
M.8.
bi2 0.28
M.S.
0.77
0.1»2
0.26 0.21
M.S. M.S.
1.20
0.25
h3 0.30 0.27
M.S.
0.68 0Ji6
M.S. M.S.
1.1|2
0.175
hk
M.S.
0.17
M.S.
2.27 0.26
0.029 M.S.
0.85
o.ia
H5 OJili 0.32
M.S.
0.50 0.50
M.S. M.S.
0.68
M.S.
1. Ban oppMlt* b*s rsTvr to the t vmlvM, idth the slgnlfieaace
levels directly under than.
^7
fftble 8. Estiaatad narglnal retiums of vheatj com, oats, barley and graia
sorghtas In area lOa^ 1917-1957.
Imr
Margiaal Returns
WhMit Core Oats Barlejr Graia Sor^bua
1917 111.2 -1*77.3 1,835.1 93.8 33.5
1918 159.6 -308.0 - 89.2 551.3 33.1*
1919 223.7 -1*7.1* -1,569.0 1,003.6 52.9
1920 169.3
-269.U 563.9 509.9 61*.3
1921 11*3.2 130.0 -1,139.1 U68.1* 186.3
1922 128.0 25.8 -1,969.6 1*11.8 167.7
1923 120.7 506.7 -3,1*57.1 1*35.5 183.3
1^2U lbl*.0 -217.3 71*6.1 597.5 117.8
1925 123.5 -168.2 752.7 288.6 113.3
1926 128.0 -21*2.6 180.1 338.6 128a
1927 127.2 191.5 -2,109.2 395Jt 155.6
1928 162.8 k21.0 -1*,028.3 70U.9 17U.5
1929 132.7 -97.5 - 88Jj 522.1 132.5
1930 151.2 315.1 -3,006.1 731.7 171.9
1931 128.6 2.8 - 399.2 605.1 176.8
1932 91*.9 11*0.2 -1,1*27 J* 31*0.0 205.3
1933 73.9 7.1 - 28.9 109.1 185.0
193U 91.7 -i*al*.3 -l,33l*.l 237.2 120.9
1935 92.5 -120.9
-1,U23.1 267.1 230.8
1936 92.1* -312.0 105J* 233.8 103.1
1937 71.2 -511.3 1,51*5.3 71*.0 71.7
1938 9H.6 89.2 -2,017.9 357.5 172.5
1939 69.7 -259.0 - 316.1* 102.2 11*3.1*
29kO 73.3 63.5 -1,081*.5 123.5 158.3
IShX 171.U l*5b.3 -l*,3a5.l* 836.0 192.7
19U2 11*7.3 132.1* -1,887.3 617.3 11*9.6
19U3 130J* -291.5 300.6 1*85.1* 78.2
l^Wi 185J* 1*09.6 -1*,060.2 873.5 125.6
19U5 177.0 -153.1* -1,065.7 780.9 85.9
191*6 135.3 -219.5 129.8 UU2.7 1*7.6
19it7 251.9 -525.2 - 522.9 1,222.8 -20.2
19l»8 16U.7 -11*9.0 - 980.6 630.6 ll**3
191*9 236.6 271.9 -1*,813.9 1,100.9 125.9
1950 125.1 25.8 1,733.9 227.6 87.9
3^51 307.0 58U* -6,160.9 1,637.0 105.6
1952 163Ji*
-790.U l,93l*.7 666.3 -61*.7
1953 119.7 -636.9 1,902.1* 329.0
-33.7
1951* 165.5 -^.7 1,393.2 51*3.3 26.2
1955 176.1 -123.8
-l,76k.B 622.5 66.9
1956 10t*J( -693.8 2,276.2 80.1 22.1
1957 193.1 1*1*8.3 -1*,838.0 71*5.3 129.3
i48
Table 9. Estinated marginal returns of wheats com, oats. barley and grain
sorghums in area lOb, 1917-1957.
Year
Maralnal Returns
Wheat Com Oats Barley Gr, Sorgina
1917 256.6 348.8 -2,902.5 1,106.2 137.5
1918 335.0 348.8 -1,540.6 1,234.2 146.3
1919 416.3 318.8 - 904.6 1,235.2 145.6
1920 328.8 249.2 -1,985.1 944.3 54.0
1921 416.0 217,2 -1,305.2 - 26.1 63*2
1922 331.8 335.9 - 977.3 96.1 75.9
1923 294.7 213.5 200.0 339.7 84.4
1924 338.2 438.1 -2,723.4 414.9 100.8
1925 272.2 191.0 -3,287.9 519.3 93.4
1926 378.0 470.7 -2,830.6 281.8 94.4
1927 283.1 253.6 -2,609.1 376.7 88.1
1928 425.3 53.9 2,081.9 339.4 77,7
1929 339.0 353.7 -2,547.2 359.7 93.2 1
1930 262.5 445.3 -3,501.9 302.6 93.6
1931 323.3 580.4 -3,725.9 - 23.9 81.1
1932 235.8 416,1 -1,121.5 - 193.5 126.0
1933 154.2 497.7 -3,894.5 - 75.0 71.9
1934 273.6 633.1 -4,403.8 236.2 69.2
1935 274.7 486.7 -2,475.1 519,6 109.1
1936 238.5 454.5 -1,695.9 506.2 106.2
1937 226.0 615.9 -4,019.7 682.3 124.4
1938 235.3 315.5 -1,233.5 102.0 74.4
1939 289.2 552.4 -2,452.5 106.3 87.2
1940 299.6 349.2 -1,055.5 227.9 84.5
1941 366.9 38.4 1,744.6 183.5 66.8
1942 401.2 202.8 6.0 363.2 86.4
1943 296.2 475.6 -2,940.8 778.0 124.5
1944 416.6 - 4.9 3,297.0 847.4 105.8
1945 380.0 223.4 - 608.2 799.7 113.9
1946 335.8 290.5 - 772.7 1,156.6 138.7
1947 553.6 247.1 1,612.2 1,473.3 164.7
1948 356.8 106.1 812.5 1,564.6 154.7
1949 446.8 66.7 1,424.0 833.2 106.5
1950 305.8 265.9 -3,840.3 946.5 124.0
1951 572.7 - 54.9 3,636.2 1,181.4 125.1
1952 319.0 499.6 -1,834.9 1,864.0 192.5
1953 223.5 469.5 -2,711.4 1,681.9 178.8
1954 314.9 453.9 -2,954.9 1,150.3 146.1
1955 389.5 243.6 1,355.1 1,028.3 128.8
1956 197.6 673.5 -4,281.2 1,053,7 150.0
1957 365.1 112.2 2,360,5 854.6 111.3
41
Table 10. Estimated marginal returns of t(*ieat. com, oats. barley and grain
sorcjhums in area 11, 1917-1957.
Year
Marginal Returns
Wheat Com Oats Barley Gr. Sorghum
1917 220.7 -149.3 1,741.7 52.7 35.5
1918 234.7 -201.7 3,653.4 82.7 29.8
1919 267.1 -220.0 4,799.3 100.7 33.5
1920 251.3 -123.2 2,765.5 61.6 50.8
1921 178.8 178.8 -2,479.0 -22.6 103.1
1922 174.6 136.9 - 418.5 -10.8 99.4
1923 182.5 3.2 2,902.6 20.0 104.8
1924 181.7 58.3 -1,152.0 21.3 74.1
1925 198.9 28.0 - 585.5 17.9 69.9
1926 173.6 111.1 -2,637.5 -11.1 77.6
1927 190.5 45.1 1,101.2 14.6 87.0
1928 183.9 35.3 1,517.8 14.0 91.2
1929 171.6 64.5 518.0 12.6 80.8
1930 167.8 57.1 769.2 15.3 93.9
1931 145.4 193.8 -2,647.1 -12,0 99.4
1932 119.9 242.9 -2,643.9 -41,7 112.6
1933 118.0 189.5 -3,270.4 -46.9 113.7
1934 156.4 141.0 -2,204.8 - 1.9 78.7
1935 1^.9 23.6 392.3 8.2 70.2
1936 147.1 46.4 - 831.8 5.5 66.1
1937 157.3 - 14.6 684.7 23.0 60.0
1938 146.5 139.6 - 406.1 -13.3 99.6
1939 133.7 154.9 -1,060.0 -20.0 92.5
1940 124.4 109.4 -1,631.8 -20.9 87.8
1941 184.4 36,7 2,115.4 14.1 116.6
1942 207.0 33.1 1,257.6 36.8 88.7
1943 192.2 - 54.5 1,653.9 48.3 54.5
1944 209.0 -143.7 4,784.3 60.1 69.2
1945 215.4 - 79.7 2,134.7 57.8 57.2
1946 218.0 -196.3 4,142.8 77.5 39.9
1947 302.0 -323.4 7,041.9 147.3 8.7
1948 241.6 -317.0 6,359.7 112.3 14.2
1949 256.2 -137.8 5,347.6 69.8 69.5
1950 225.6 -123.8 1,146.3 51.5 51.0
1951 271.1 -247.6 5,386.2 99.9 46.7
-12.5
2.9
1952 254.4 -377.8 6,123.0 144.9
1953 224.8 -328.7 1,876.7 112.3
1954 239.0 -147.8 2,457.1 73.2 26.4
1955 228.1 -124.2 2,420,7 56.9 36.1
1956 204.8 - 98.7 948.1 43.1 29.2
1957 207.0 - 56.1 612.9 31.5 42.1
S0
Tabu 11. Estimated marginal returns of Mheat, com, oats. barley and grain
sorghums In area 12^ 1917-1957.
Y««r
Marginal Returns
Wheat Com Oats Barley Gb:. Sor^um
1917 215.4 -134.6 1,606.8 48.8 30.8
1918 218.3 -186.3 3,113.6 70.6 28.2
1919 241.6 -199.4 3,315.0 81.9 126.9
1920 238.8 -105.5 1,667.3 52.4 45.1
1921 179.9 181.1 -1,984,2 -21.8 102.4
1922 159.0 154.0 -1,677.9 -22.3 93.9
1923 166.6 14.4 1,283.3 8.3 101.2
1924 196.6 58.3 - 657.3 32.3 74.1
1925 186.0 38.6 -1,215.2 8.4 66.5 1
1926 182.4 107.6 -1,962.8 - 4.6 77.8
1927 173.4 53.8 - 518.0 2.0 64.2
1928 203.3 24.7 2,867.2 28.3 94.6 ^
1929 160.6 69.2 - 698.0 4.5 79.2
1930 151.8 87.8 -1,030.0 3.5 84.0
1931 136.6 207.4 -3,14J .9 -18.5 95.0
1932 121.1 231.7 -1,429.5 -40.8 116.3 i
1933 114.9 199.0 -3,135.5 -49.2 131.8
1934 148.8 143.9 -2,519.7 - 7.5 77.8
1935 137.9 40.1 - 282.4 4.5 64.9
1936 144.1 40.5 • 561.9 3.5 68.0
1937 148.2 5.4 - 484.8 16.3 53.5
1938 135.3 137.8 -1,216.3 -21.2 100.2
1939 128.0 179.6 -2,544.3 -24.2 84.6
1940 123.2 112.3 -1,406.9 -21.8 86.9
1941 168.1 100.4 856.0 2.1 96.1
1942 193.7 50.2 1,122.7 27.0 83.2
1943 180.8 - 39.1 574.4 39.9 49.5
1944 214.7 -129.6 5,459.0 64.3 64.7
1945 192.2 - 65.6 1,145.2 40.7 52.7
1946 215.3 -179.8 3,827.9 75.5 34.6
1947 291.8 -328.7 6,817.0 139.8 10.4
1948 240.1 -319.9 5,864.9 111.2 15.1
1949 256.9 -138.4 5,482.5 70.3 69.6
1950 218.0 -130.8 381.6 45.9 53.2
1951 303.8 -257.6 7,860.1 124.0 50.0 ,
1952 235.4 -368.9 5,673.2 130.9 -15.4
1953 211.9 -308.6 4,440.6 103.5 - 3.6
I
1954 228.7 -141.3 1,332.6 65.6 24.3
1955 233.0 -125.4 2,780.5 60.5 36.4
1956 197.2 - 95.6 453.4 37.5 27.9
1957 238.1 -115.7 4,436.2 54.4 138.5
$1
Table 12 > Ruk of Bax^isal retunu tram IndlTidBal crops In area 10a,
1917-1957.
Uhsat Com Oftts Barloy Gr. Sorg,
1917 2 i» 1
1918 2 3
1919 2
21920 3
1921 3 2
3^22 3 *
1923 h
i192U 3
1925 3 k
1926 k y
1927 h 1 '<
1928 U 3
1929 2 1
1930 k 3
1931 3 t
1932 k t
1933 3 X
193U 3 t
1935 3 t
1936 k 3
1937 k 3
1938 3 t
1939 3 a
19itO 3 X
19U h 3
19k2 3 t
19U3 3 k
19y» 3 k
19l»5 2
i19i»6 2
19U7 2 3
19i»8 2
J29h9 3
1950 3 k
1551 3 4
1952 3 s
1953 3 s
195U 3
l
4
3955 2
i1956 2 $
1957 3 t I
5t
TablA 13.> Bai3k of narglnal returns fron indlridual crops in area lOb^
1917-1957.
Vhsst Com Qftts Bsrlsjr Or. Sorg.
1917 3 2 5 k
1918 3 1 5 k
1919 2 3 5 k
1920 2 3 5 k
1921 1 t 5 3
1922
1 I i
(
1923 5
192U 3X5 k
1925 2 3 5
1926 2 X 5
15^27 3 t 5
1928 2 5 X
1929 3 t 5
1930 X5
1931 2 X 5
1932 2 X 5
1933 X5 A
2S3h 2 X 5
1935 3 t 5
1936 3 15
1937 3 2 5 M
1938 2 X 5 4
1939 2 X 5
19l»0 X5
i9ia 2 5 X
1912 13 5
19i*3 3 15
19liJ* 3 5 1
19k$ 2 3 5
19146 2 3 5
19k7 2 3 1
19U8 3 5 t
WU9 3 5 X ^
1950 2 3 5 1^
1951 3 5 X
1952 3 t 5
1953 3 a 5
195U 3 15
1955 3 ii X
1956 3 « 5
1957 ^1
53
Tabla IJi,> Rank of marglnal returns tnm icdlTidual crops in area 11«
1917-1957.
WhMt Com Oats Barlsy Or. Sng,
1917 2 5
1918 2 5
1919 2
1^20 2
1921 1
1922 1
1923 2
I92h 1
1925 1
1926 1
1927 2
1928 2
1929 2
1930 2
1931 2
1932 2
1933 2
193li 1
1935 2
1936 1
1937 2
1938 1
1939 2
19liO 1
19U1 2
I9I42 2
19U3 2
1910* 2 k 1
19U5 2
19U6 2
19U7 2
19U8 2
19i»9 2 3 k
1950 2
1951 2
1952 2 * k
1953 2
195U 2
1955 2 ^ ft
1956 2
2 51957 2
•A
1
TalO* 15., Bulk of —rgintl rvittnw frot indlTidual erop* la atm 12, 1917-
1957.
HkMi Com Oftts Barlagr Or* Sex^«
1917 2 ^ >
1918 2 3 k
1919 2 k 3
1920 2
i
1921 2
1922 1 k 1
1923 2
i I192ii 1
1925 1 k t
1926 1 k 3
1927 1 k t
1928 2 ii 3
1929 1 k t
1930 1 k J 1
1931 2 k 1
1932 2 > ^
1933 3 k t
193k 1 k 1
1935 1 1» 1
1936 1 k t ^
1937 1
2 5 11938 2
1939 2 k S
19l»0 1 ^ }19U 2 5 (
191*2 2
219U3 2
19hk 2 k 3
191*5 2 ^ }
19l»6 2 ^ f
19U7 2 3 il
19U8 2 3 k
191*9 2
J J
1950 2
1951 2 3 C
1952 2 3 lb
1953 2 ^ f
195U 2 3 k
1955 2 3 %
1956 2
i 51957 2
:
»Tabl* 16, Hombar of jisars in idileh Mich erop attainad aach rank bj laral af
arginal ratana, 1^17-1^57 •
Rank TtvqtifincT
Araa and Crop 1 2 3 U 5 Total
Araa 10a
Vheat 10 22 9 ^
Corn 1 • 1
"i
u U
Oats 10 3 I t3 SBarlagr 27 12 t
Gr. SoTg. s • 15 35 10 u
Araa lOb
Whaat t 1? 20 • u
Com 11 13 > k $ kk
Oata 8 X X n kl
Barlaj 20 $ 8 S f 11
Or. Sorg. • k 33 k u
Araa U
Whaat 9 n u
Con k 6 3 i tt 111
Oata 28 • • 3J u
Barley 16 39 « llX
Qr. Sorg. e 3 22 tf u
Araa 12
Whaat 13 IT X • • u
Con < « $ 3 to u
Oata 23 • It u
Barlay • Ik «? t u
Gr. Sorg. • 20 13 • a
Tahl« 17. Value of crepe produced in four eeonoHle areas in Western Kansas.
1917-1957, adjusted to a 1910-ll» base.
Year Area 10a Area 10b Area 11 Ana 12
(Ihousands of Dollars)
1917 1,906 3,130 3,751 887
1918 3,061 3,665 5,06U 1,31*8
1919 7,151 9,201* 16,505 2,01*8
1920 11,299 7,623 18A97 2,1*52
1921 7,231 10,256 9,763 2,038
1922 7,266 10,788 15,9U5 2,793
1923 8,1*51 6,953 16,81*7 3,71*9
192U 13,913 18,056 17,753 3,953
1925 6,859 7,190 12,7U2 2,107
1926 6,638 23,068 3,6la 1,576
1927 5,680 8,581* 12,563 2,595
1928 llt,856 21,1*75 20,705 5,175
1929 lii,k62 27,118 20^29 5,125
1930 12,926 12,966 23,395 5,915
1931 20,782 21*,967 17,751i 8,9^
1932 8,79l» 8,080 11,838 3,981*
1933 5,316 3,857 9,373 2,217
193U 3,1*99 3,526 1*,586 2,101
1935 838 1,863 3,276 338
1936 6,370 1*,029 6,788 2,160
1937 3,lli7 2,993 5,1*86 2,189
1938 6,001* 5,903 12,281* U,783
1939 2,191* 5,006 5,159 2,1*16
191*0 3,755 7,568 6,281 2,922
19U 16,513 19,36U 19,000 8,595
19102 20,735 27,627 28,813 ll,l*6U
19U3 12,501 15,597 22,515 12,21*9
29kh 17,771 30,580 17,116 9,061
191»5 19,679 27,198 27,771 17,837
19b6 16,573 21,631 26,579 10,961
19li7 26,538 36,622 29,525 23,919
19U8 11*,023 28,587 18,51^ i^,9ia
19U9 13,121* 22,023 12,510 10,1*13
1950 12,366 12,356 22,238 10,929
1951 10«6t*6 16,009 12,658 8^98
1952 25,161* 29,1*93 28,286 23,531*
1953 5,901 7,595 :^,^Ui 7,050
195U 12,175 12,893 15,61*9 7,809
1955 12,116 ii,ia3 15,773 8,126
1956 9,91*8 13,063 7,21*5 5,198
1957 9,61*0 13,51*9 16,279 8,1*72
ft
TabU 18. Ind«z mmberB of prices ree«ived hy Kansas turmen, 1917*
;
1957, InelvsiTe.
,
Twr
(I9IO-II1-IOO)
Food GraiBS ¥—d Grains Other
1917 250 227 2liO
1918 231* 21*8 ^
1919 250 250 HbS
1920 251 205 t3$
1921 132 66 139
1922 120 82 lot
1923 111 117 m
192U 123 129 m
1925 177 11*2 m
1926 157 no iM
1927 ll*2 121 x»
1928 131 120 m
1929 US 121
^1930 99 111
1931 51 65 Si
1932 » 38
z1933 61 53
193U A 100 H
1935 107 11*3 U7
1936 116 11*0 ixr
1937 126 161* ata
1938 17 81 n
1939
19U0 g
83
101 &
191»1 » 96 9%
191*2 122 123 m.
191*3 150 IBI m
iSUn 169 191* m \
191*5 171* 186 m
191*6 203 237 20k !
191*7 276 301* 276
191*8 21*5 297 21*9
191*9 223 192 235
1950 231 205 22k
1951 253 21*6 21*9 ^
1952 251 31*0 261
1^53 236 311 TkS {
1951* 21*5 235 m
1955 21*2 219 217
1956 233 218 289
1957 229 193 222
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The primary aims of this study were (1) to provide the farmers in thia
area with a measure of relative iwportAnce of different crops; (2) to
develop a background of factual information for extension fana planning^
and (3) to provide a better basis for certain policy recomriendationa,
geographically, this study Includes four established type of fariai-ig
areas which cca^rise approximatsly the westarn one-third of Kansas, Thia
is primarily a wheat producing aiea charactsrized by low rainfall. It is
also an area faced ifith an acuts problem of how to allocate the available
land among crops in order to co^^ly with government regulations while ruin-
taining incooa*
Value of crops produced^ ijn constant dollairs based on a 1910-11; tiiue
period, was used as an estimate o£ crop incoiae, the depiandent variable.
These values were obtained from Ivansas State Board of Agriculture Biennial
Reports and Farm facts for all 3rops sold, used on the farm or stored, Tha
independent variables included land allocation among wheat, com, oate,
barley and grain sorghum; rainfall, prices; and combincttions of land
allocation with rainfall and with prices.
Land allocation refers to the percent of the total harvested acres in
ttis area which wao occupied by each of the .major crops in each year from
1917-19S7* Rainfall refers to the quarters of rainfall i-ecorded at various
measuring stations in this area. Prices refer to price indexes obtained from
the Kansas State Board of Agriculture Price Patterns report. The "Food
Grains" index was applied to wheat; the "Feed Grains" iiicex to com, oats,
barley and grain sorghum; and the "All Grope" index to the "Other Crpps"^
variable*
The data were analyzed ty a single equation multiple regression method.
After experimentation, the equation form selected for use was.
l^l2 bjig (Xp Ij^ 111) * b^X2 (I13)
* ^h * V3 (^ * ^J * V3 (^> *
I • aimaal valua of crop inrodactl«m Area cropland Including tbo Tftlmt
of all crops sold, stoirod or tisod 00 the tuxm iMasured in constuit
doUarsi
X^ " crop acreage of wbaat in percent|
X2 • crop acreage of com In percenti
Xj • crop acreage of oats in pez«ent|
J^ » crop acreage of barlsgr In percwxtj
X^ • crop acreage of grain sorghuas in percenti
X^ m crop acreage of other crepe in percenti
X. • 3rd qiaarter rainfall in year t-l|
Xg m l^th quarter rainfall in year t>l|
X^ • 1st quarter rainfall in year t|
X^jQ •> 2nd quarter rainfall in year t|
Ijj^ • 3rd quarter rainfall in year t|
I^ • Fbod grain indax (1910-ll» base)|
X;^ - ?eed grain index (1910-3it base)|
X^ • All crops index (1910-3U base),
"Other Crops" variable has shovn in the preliodjiaxy analysis that its
effect on values of crops produced «as rery snail and it vas omitted txvm
tlM study in the final analysis. The osission of the "Other Crops" Tariable
ads the "All Crops" price index unnecessazy alse.
VhMt «M tte M«t iiiportoBt ervp la thit arM Arw if »Undp»iai af
prowu Osmia •mrijbgat vuks ••eoed la land all«oatl«Oi vith wxn, eatc
«Bd )Nurl«gr teiag x»latlT«lj l«u laqpmrtant*
CMfZieiaBta of dttondMtion (1^) slioMd that 66» 79« $1«6 and 83 pas^
east of ttta vurlaiian In valaa of eropo producod la tgrpa of firndng azaaa
30ft» 2£>b» U aadil2 raapaoUvoly vas axplainod I7 tha Iketon aonaldorad la
xafiaMlflB. Tbm eooffleioiii of daUndaoUea darlvad for tha ana af tha
atudr at a vhalat ladioatad thst 61t pareaat of tho variatioa la valaa af
anpo prodoaad was axpUinad fegr tha foetan aonoldatad la tha lagxaaolaa
aaUanda.
Tha partial eooffiolanto af datandaaUoa la all ladlvldual aeonoMla
axaaa ahoiiad vbaat, along with xalafaU, to ba tha mivr Bmxf of varlatioft
la valoa of eropo produead.
MarglBal rotuRw tnm aadi crop varo ootlaatod for avarjr ena of tho kl
7«ar«. Thoaa aare dorivad bgr toklag a partial dorlYoUva of T «lth roapaet
to ooeh erop, Whoot ma tho aoat otahli erop of tho flva aoaoidarad, Bu-li^
and giala oorghaM ladioatad ralatlvalgr lav or la oflM j—n araa aogatlva
MTglaol ratutao, Mklag thoa l«aa daalrabla or^» la vhlah to Invaot tlM,
Ubor aad aq^i^pnont. Cora and oato both ohsaod aogativa aarginal rotvraa la
aavosml yaaro^ aaklag thao tha laaot dapaadahlt orop to grtw.
Tho atjor UaLtetioao of thla otud^ aaro oa«aad hgr aitnatloai ahlda «ai«
«aoTiodabl». Tnia erop Iceoaa flguroo iraro not avallabit, aad tiaa valaa of
eropo prodttood figoroo vara tioad, Coato of prodaelag tha erepo ara diffleolt
to obtala. Hitd than boon eoooidorod, tha worglwoT rotsmo aaold hava boaa
lowar*
Tb« rMtrloiioBS placed upon th* production of cortain crops bgr goTom-
ent prograns haTo a dotrlHsntal effect on the abill-^ of farMrs to isake
declaions coneemlag land allocation. For waxiwni incose in the area
eoTered tj this stuetjr, the optianim cropping plan vould appear to Include
the nazina legal acreage of vheat vith the renainder of the lAnd allocated
priaarHy to barlej and grain aorghuBS. Until aore crop mzleties are
developed vhich az« adaptable to ih±B area, these three will probablj
rttaain the major factors in detexwlnlng crop incoes.
FBlie7 reeo—endatioHs based on the needs of this area al«M would
most eertalnlj be aiaed at easing restrLctions on the acreage of vheat
vhieh faners vere allowed to grow. In an aggregate sense, hawoTer, this
area loses sons significance. A possibility would be to elijdnate the
production of wheat in other areas, giring wheat pzxjductien to the area
where wheat is aost adaptable.
